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The Study In Brief
Announcements of new energy and mining projects slowed after 2015, and, between 2017 and 2018,
the planned investment value of major resource sector projects has plunged by $100 billion – an amount
equivalent to 4.5 percent of Canada’s gross domestic product.
Many projects in Canada have faced environmental assessments that take much longer than in
comparator jurisdictions: Canadian timelines for mining projects are substantially longer than in Australia,
and Canadian pipeline approvals are protracted relative to those in the United States.
Environmental assessments play a critical role in mitigating negative externalities on the environment
and human well-being and resolving asymmetric information between project proponents and afected
stakeholders. Assessment processes, however, should not discourage socially beneicial projects by imposing
excessively high regulatory costs, protracted review timelines and excessive uncertainty around the inality
of approvals.
Under Canada’s federal legislation for environmental assessments, most project approvals since 2012
have withstood court challenges. However, courts’ indings that federal governments failed to fulill their
constitutional duty to consult afected Indigenous peoples has resulted in the quashing of three approvals,
including those for the Northern Gateway pipeline and Trans Mountain Expansion. he Minister of
Justice and Minister of Crown-Indigenous Relations should update guidance for federal oicials to ensure
consistent consultation of Indigenous peoples – particularly prior to Cabinet’s decision – that satisies the
requirements from the past decade of case law on the duty to consult.
With investment in Canada’s resources sector already depressed, the federal government’s proposed
Bill C-69 could further discourage investment in the sector by congesting the assessment process with
wider public policy concerns and exacerbating the political uncertainty facing proponents with a highly
subjective “public interest” standard that would likely apply to every project subject to an assessment.
To address fundamental problems in Bill C-69, legislation for impact assessment must: specify
considerations for assessing projects that can be scoped and applied with reasonable consistency and
predictability; preserve the role of independent and expert lifecycle regulators (speciically, the National
Energy Board/Canadian Energy Regulator and Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission) in leading
assessments; require a ”signiicant” standard for a project’s efects before involving political decisionmakers in approving the project; and specify a standard for “standing” that ensures review panels can focus
proceedings on relevant submissions.
he federal government should undertake to compile and annually report on timelines for federal
environmental assessments across major projects in Canada, as well as regularly and publicly benchmark
performance relative to timelines for provinces and other countries – such as the United States and Australia.
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Canada is at a crossroads with respect to the future of
major natural resource projects. Federal policymakers face
a signiicant challenge in structuring a regime that would
provide clarity and predictability for new projects and ensure
that stakeholders can trust the integrity of assessments.
Several projects – speciically, oil pipelines such
as Northern Gateway and the Trans Mountain
Expansion – have received adverse judicial
decisions, leading various commentators to call into
question the certainty of project approvals under the
current environmental assessment regime (Langen
et al. 2018, and Roman 2018). Additionally,
commentators have observed that timelines for
completing federal environmental assessments
exceed international benchmarks, reducing Canada’s
attractiveness for large capital projects (Drance,
Cameron, and Hutton 2018). Between 2014 and
2018, the value of planned major energy and
mining projects in Canada declined signiicantly.
Actual annual investments in the natural resources
sectors have decreased as well.
he federal government has proposed legislation
under Bill C-69 to overhaul the federal approval
process for major projects. he bill proposes to
replace the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act,
2012 (CEAA 2012) with an Impact Assessment Act
(IAA). As well, Bill C-69 would reconstitute the
National Energy Board (NEB) as the Canadian
Energy Regulator and eliminate its role in leading
environmental assessments of pipeline projects.
As well, the new legislation would part with
the framework for decision-making process under

CEAA 2012, which requires an assessment of
environmental efects and, where signiicant adverse
environmental efects are found likely, a cabinetlevel determination of whether the efects are
justiied. Under the proposed IAA framework, the
assessment would concern a wider set of potential
efects, and any adverse efects would require the
Minister of Environment and Climate Change
(ECCC Minister) or cabinet to determine whether
a project is in the “public interest.”
By requiring a ministerial or cabinet “public
interest” determination for any project with
potential adverse efects, Bill C-69 risks increasing
subjectivity and politicization in project approvals.
Additionally, the broad factors that would be
required for impact assessments appear to invite
submissions on broad policy concerns into the
review process. he crowding of policy debates –
for example, over Canadian policy for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions – into project-speciic
determinations risks signiicantly prolonging the
assessment process and exacerbating uncertainty for
project proponents.
Additionally, it is unclear how Bill C-69 would
resolve issues with the federal government’s
approach to consulting and accommodating
Indigenous peoples. Of 15 decisions since

he authors thank Jeremy Kronick, Martin Olszynski, Marla Orenstein, members of Energy Policy Council and anonymous
reviewers for comments on an earlier draft. hey are also grateful to Abby Sullivan for her excellent research assistance. he
authors retain responsibility for any errors and the views expressed.
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2012 concerning environmental assessments
initiated under CEAA 2012 or its predecessor
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA
1992), eight involved challenges to the federal
government’s duty to consult; those concerning
only environmental assessments were all dismissed.
he quashing by the Federal Court of Appeal of
the approvals for Northern Gateway and the Trans
Mountain Expansion resulted from the court’s
inding that federal government failed to adequately
Indigenous groups before the federal cabinet
granted approval for those projects – that is, after
the submission of the environmental assessment
reports for these projects.1
he IAA would require the assessment process
to identify the adverse efects of projects on
Indigenous peoples and to consider Indigenous
knowledge; however, CEAA 2012 already includes
similar considerations. Bill C-69 would not
resolve the gap of dependable up-to-date guidance
for federal oicials to fulill the government’s
constitutional duty to consult and accommodate
Indigenous peoples. he lack of updated
guidance2 – and the Court’s indings of the federal
government’s consultative failures on Northern
Gateway and Trans Mountain Expansion – presents
substantial uncertainty for proponents of any
project that could afect Indigenous peoples.
Finally, the changes proposed under Bill C-69
appear disconnected with concerns of economic
eiciency or the risk of discouraging major
capital investments in Canada. Impact assessment
plays a critical economic role by identifying and
valuing potential negative externalities from
projects and requiring appropriate mitigation.
he “justiication” approach under CEAA 2012
provides for political decision-making once an
evidence-based process inds a project is likely to

1
2

produce negative externalities – that is, signiicant
adverse environmental efects. In contrast, since
any adverse efect would trigger a “public interest”
determination under the IAA, approvals would
regularly involve subjective decisions by the ECCC
Minister or cabinet about the “public interest”
of a project. Compared with the current relative
certainty about considerations and thresholds for
signiicant adverse environmental efects under
CEAA 2012, the new regime could substantially
increase political risk for proposed projects.
his Commentary proceeds with (1) an overview
of the investment outlook for major resource
projects in Canada; (2) an economic perspective on
the eicient design of environmental assessment;
(3) a summary of federal environmental assessment
outcomes and timelines across major projects,
including comparisons with timelines in Australia
and the United States; and (4) an evaluation of
the proposed model for federal impact assessment
under Bill C-69, concluding that this legislation
poses signiicant risks of discouraging major project
investment in Canada.
The Da mpened Outlook for
In v estment in C a na di a n Energy
a nd Mining Projects
Investment intentions for energy and mining
projects have slumped globally since 2015, but in
Canada the decline has been even more precipitous.
his decline in planned investment tracks the
depression in actual annual investment in energy
and mining since 2014 (see Figure 1).
Actual annual capital expenditures in energy
– including oil and gas extraction, pipelines and
electrical power and mining fell from $125 billion
in 2014 to $75 billion in 2018. his $50 billion

In those cases, the Federal Court of Appeal rejected arguments that the consultation by the Joint Review Panel and NEB
was inadequate.
he latest published “Guidelines for Federal Oicials to Fulill the Duty to Consult” were issued in March 2011. See:
https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1331832510888/1331832636303#sec3.
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Figure 1: Annual Capital Investment in Energy and Mining
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Source: Statistics Canada (Capital and Repair Expenditures, Non-Residential Tangible Assets).

decline is equivalent to roughly 20 percent of
the $239 billion in capital expenditures across all
Canadian industries in 2018.
Since Natural Resources Canada began tracking
planned investments in major natural resources
projects in 2014, the projected value for these
projects declined from a high of $711 billion in
2015 to $585 billion in 2018 (Canada 2018c, 3)
– see Figure 2. From 2017 to 2018, 80 projects
with a total investment value of $76 billion were
completed, but 37 other projects with an investment
value of $77 billion were suspended or cancelled.
Along with cancelation/suspension of various
projects, this reduction in planned investment
in Canada resulted from the slowing rate of
announcements for major projects: Announcements
of additional planned investment fell from $160
billion in 2015 to $48 billion in 2018 (Figure 3).
In particular, the pace of new planned investments
in the energy sector dropped from additions

of $146 billion in 2015 to $35 billion in 2018
(Canada 2018c, 4). he amount of planned capital
investment that is actually invested varies from year
to year. Newly announced projects need signiicant
lengths of time to be ready for construction, and
construction is typically a multiyear undertaking.
As well, certain projects will be cancelled because
of changing market conditions or the results of
detailed feasibility studies. Between 2014 and
2018, roughly 10 percent of tracked projects were
cancelled or suspended annually.
For context, a $100 billion decline in the
annual pace of capital investment represents
approximately 4.5 percent of Canada’s gross
domestic product. Since the rollout of project
construction is staggered, the impact of reduced
planned investment will be felt in Canada’s
economy gradually – and potentially ofset by
other infrastructure investment and economic
activity in other sectors. However, this slowed
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Figure 2: Total Planned Investment for Major Natural Resource Projects in Canada
C$Billions
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Figure 3: Additions to Planned Investment for Major Natural Resource Projects in Canada
C$Billions
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pace of additions to Canada’s inventory of major
resources sector projects since 2015 – and the $100
billion plummet in the announced value of planned
investment during 2018 – highlights the high risk
for a substantial slump in overall Canadian capital
investment in the years ahead.
Declining Intentions for New Energy Projects
in Canada
Planned major project investment in electricity
projects has remained relatively stable, but the
planned investment value of major oil and gas
projects fell from a peak of $485 billion in 2016 to
$393 billion in 2018 (Figure 4).
Major pipeline projects witnessed the greatest
proportional decline in planned investment value,
declining by 28 percent from $95 billion in 2016
to $68 billion in 2018 (NRCan’s inventory records
cancellation or suspension of planned pipeline
investments worth $30 billion – including Energy
East and Northern Gateway). Planned investment
in natural gas-related projects also declined, by
26 percent between 2016 and 2018. his drop
primarily resulted from the cancellation of major
West Coast liqueied natural gas (LNG) facilities:
Nexen’s cancellation of the Aurora LNG Facility in
September 2017 ($17 billion), Woodside Energy’s
cancellation of the Grassy Point LNG project in

3
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March 2018 ($10 billion), Shell’s cancellation of the
Prince Rupert LNG project in March 2017 ($16
billion), and Petronas’s cancellation of the Paciic
NorthWest LNG project in July 2017 ($11.4
billion) (Canada 2018c, 7–8).3
Globally, based on the International Energy
Agency’s 2018 survey of company spending plans,
annual capital investment in upstream oil and gas
during 2018 rebounded from its trough in 2016
(International Energy Agency 2018). Nonetheless,
Canadian capital investment in oil and gas
extraction remained depressed (Figure 5), falling
from an estimated high of nearly 9 percent of global
upstream oil and gas investment in 2014 to less
than 6 percent in 2018 (Figure 6).4
A Global Slump in the Mining Investment
Outlook, but Even Deeper Plunge in Canada
From a peak in 2012, actual annual capital
expenditures for mining projects in Canada fell
from $16.9 billion in 2012 to $8.1 billion in 2018
(see Figure 7). hese depressed investment levels
look likely to continue. According to Natural
Resources Canada’s major project inventory,
planned investment in mining projects plunged
from $166 billion in 2014 to $72 billion in 2018,
relecting the completion of construction and
the cancellation or suspension of various projects

Certain reviewers of this paper believe the cancellations of these projects were unrelated to the regulatory process. his
paper does not take a position on proponents’ rationale for cancelling these projects. However, note that, in the case of
Energy East, the proponent made public statements that suggest that regulatory uncertainty was a contributing factor
(see, e.g., Canadian Press (2017): “TransCanada blames ‘substantial uncertainty’ for killing Energy East pipeline”). As well,
proponents cancelled Aurora, Prince Rupert and Grassy Point LNG facilities after 3 years in environmental assessment
processes, and the review of the Paciic Northwest LNG project required nearly 3.5 years (including over 2 years of “clock
stop” time for information requests). Previous studies contended that early entry is critical to realize a narrow window for
the LNG opportunity and that delayed construction could comprise the economics of Canadian projects – see, e.g., Moore
et al. (2014).
Oil extraction in Western Canada faces unique challenges versus other oil-producing jurisdictions. As analysis by
Dachis (2018) highlights, the discount on production faced by Canadian oil and gas producers as a result of lack of
pipeline capacity for egress of represents the greatest policy-induced disadvantage for oil production in Western Canada.
Additionally, production from oil sands historically involved a higher cost structure and, therefore, required higher realized
per barrel prices for breakeven. However, since 2015, oil sands operators have signiicantly reduced operating and full-cycle
capital costs to achieve breakeven costs near those for US shale basins – see: Synder (2017) and CERI (2018, 7-8).
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Figure 4: Total Planned Investment for Major Energy Projects in Canada
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Figure 5: Annual Capital Investment in Oil and Gas Extraction
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Figure 6: Canada’s Estimated Share of Annual Global Capital Investment in Oil & Gas Extraction
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Figure 7: Annual Capital Investment in Mining in Canada
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without ofsetting planned investment from newly
announced projects (Canada 2018c, 8–9). Although
planned investment in mining projects has
slumped globally since 2015, planned investment in
Canadian major mining projects has declined even
more rapidly. As Figure 8 shows, Canada’s share
of planned investment in mining projects globally
declined from approximately 13 percent in 2015 to
just over 7 percent in 2018.
The Economic Va lue of Welldesigned En v ironmenta l
A ssessment
Proponents construct and operate large capital
projects to realize a proit. However, major projects
can adversely impact the quality of the natural
environment and human well-being, and, unless
required to mitigate potential efects, a proitmaximizing proponent may rationally decide
to construct a project in a manner that imposes
externalities on stakeholders. Additionally, when
proposing a project, a proponent typically has more
private information about the speciic technical
design and risks of a project than do stakeholders
who might be afected by the project. Although
the proponent’s reputational considerations
might provide some ofset, unless compelled by
government, a proponent will seek to maximize
a project’s stream of future proits and would
rationally disregard potential efects on the
environment and costs to other stakeholders.5 Box 1

5

6

7

provides an illustration of a proponent’s incentive to
externalize costs to other stakeholders.
Government regulators play a critical role
in ofsetting the developer’s private incentive
not to undertake socially beneicial mitigation.6
Without requiring approval of a project and a
process to compel disclosure of its risks, a rational
proit-maximizing developer would underinvest
in mitigation.7 Environmental assessment of the
project plays a role in identifying potential efects
on the natural environment from the design of the
project, as well as revealing private details about
the project and the proponent’s private information
about its risks.
Additionally, eicient environmental assessment
identiies gaps in knowledge about the natural and
human environment to reduce uncertainty around
the risks from a project’s efects and to understand
the value of potential efects on stakeholders.
his ensures that mitigation is targeted at those
efects or risks that reduce the value of the
environment to stakeholders. Perspectives from
afected stakeholders play a critical role in revealing
preferences concerning environmental quality and
the value of features of the natural environment.
he economic role of the environmental assessment
is to identify the social costs of the project’s
environmental externalities, to internalize the
cost of these efects and to require appropriate
mitigation by the proponent.
From proponents’ perspective, it is advantageous
to understand stakeholder concerns and the scope

A parallel approach to deining the aim of environmental assessment – as being the “identiication and disclosure of the
environmental efects of development [to] constrain short-term economic – and political – interests” – is elaborated by
Olszynski (2016).
Other commentators have argued that the concept of “economic eiciency” in regulatory decision-making should embrace
externalities, such as environmental degradation, and that independent regulators are ill-placed to manage distributional
tradeofs between stakeholders – see, for example, Church (2017, 7-9).
In practice, a irm’s reputation and long-lived relationships with stakeholders could provide an incentive to mitigate
environmental efects and risks. Many energy and mining companies have robust internal systems for assessing the efects of
projects and managing risks that exceed minimum regulatory standards in the jurisdictions in which they operate.
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Figure 8: Canada’s Estimated Share of Planned Global Investment in Mining Projects
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for relevant externalities as early as possible.8
Foresighted proponents can also leverage the
assessment processes to improve the design of a
project by gathering and incorporating insights
from stakeholders and other participants.

8

The Essential Role of a Lifecycle Regulator in
Environmental Assessment
So that environmental assessment ensures the
identiication and mitigation of externalities,

Many sophisticated proponents may undertake signiicant engagement with stakeholders prior to regulatory applications
to understand concerns and anticipate likely issues. However, governments can enhance certainty for proponents by
formalizing the “scoping” phase prior to commencing an assessment. his avoids confusion about the scope of efects
during an assessment. he IAA usefully incorporates a “planning phase” (s.10-15). As Olszynski (2018) notes, this new
phase appears a “bulked-up version” of the current “screening” decision under the CEAA 2012, which requires posting of
the project description and an invitation for comments from the public. Hall Findlay and Orenstein (2019) also note the
usefulness to proponents of requiring written notice if the ECCC Minister believes that a project will cause unacceptable
efects at the conclusion of the planning phase (IAA, s.17(1)).
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Box 1: Hypothetical Illustration of Proponent’s Considerations for a Major Project with Negative
Externalities
For example, consider a 10-year mine project that would generate a stream of proits to a private
developer with a net present value of $600 million. Additionally, assume that the original design
of the mine has a 10 percent probability of causing irreparable damage to a watershed over the
course of the mine’s life that would permanently reduce its value to stakeholders in the watershed
by $1 billion. Expected damages would then be 10 percent of $1 billion, or $100 million.* Assume,
however, that the developer could reduce the probability that damage would occur to zero by
investing $150 million in mitigation.
Even if required to compensate watershed stakeholders in event of an accident, a purely proitmaximizing developer would maximize the expected proit from the project by not mitigating, since
the costs of mitigation would exceed the expected damages. Additionally, in an unregulated setting,
the developer would have no incentive to disclose the potential risk to the watershed stakeholders.
Finally, since such externalities would be borne by others, a purely proit-maximizing developer
might not invest in scientiic studies to understand the natural environment and assess the potential
environmental efects of the project. Stakeholders in the watershed, however, likely would be riskaverse to any accident and, since they would receive no direct economic beneit from the project,
would oppose a project that represented such a potential loss in ecological value.

*

Many stakeholders likely would not perceive ecological degradation in purely inancial terms. his illustration,
however, exhibits decision-making from the perspective of a purely proit-maximizing proponent. he example
aims to underscore that such a proponent would not mitigate the risk despite the substantial potential cost to
stakeholders.

the process should integrate the expertise of
those government agencies that will regulate
a project from construction through operation
to decommissioning – the so-called “lifecycle
regulator.” Beyond possible risks from particular
projects, safety and environmental regulation
ensures that any project in operation meets
acceptable standards for the given industry
across its lifecycle. Having experience concerning
technical details of operations and failure modes
in an industry, the lifecycle regulator is wellsituated to assess risks and the adequacy of
mitigation. he expertise of the lifecycle regulator
helps to overcome the proponent’s asymmetric
knowledge about the project’s efects. Moreover,
since an environmental assessment will identify

the conditions necessary to mitigate externalities
across the full life of a project, the lifecycle regulator
is best positioned to monitor fulilment of these
conditions as part of the regular monitoring and
reporting of the project’s compliance.
Role of Political Decision-Makers in Managing
Tradeoffs
Even with mitigation, certain projects may be
likely to cause signiicant adverse environmental
efects. However, a project also might provide public
beneits and economic returns to other users in
excess of a private developer’s returns. For example,
transportation infrastructure such as a railway
might boost economic activity by providing a vital

12

link for the exports from an isolated region with
comparatively specialized production capacity to
markets where its products are in high demand.
Nonetheless, where a project involves the
likelihood of signiicant adverse environmental
efects but has ofsetting beneits for the public,
the decision will involve an evaluation of the
balance between the value of negative and positive
externalities of the project. A “justiication”
decision must therefore weigh the gains and losses
for diferent stakeholders – including judgment
about the balance of impacts on vulnerable or
disadvantaged groups. In economic terms, the
decision will involve a distributional allocation,
with a weighting of diferent stakeholder groups in
overall social welfare. Decision-making for project
approvals following environmental assessments
requires careful assignment to a decision-maker
who is best placed to make distributional decisions.
Engineers and natural scientists are well placed
to identify risks and potential biophysical efects.
Socioeconomic studies can contribute to a factual
understanding of market beneits, social impacts,
and the economic costs and beneits for diferent
groups. Where a project is likely to signiicantly
afect the environment, however, politically
accountable decision-makers play a critical role
in making the necessary distributional decisions
– speciically, in assigning relative weights to
diferent stakeholders to determine whether a
project’s beneits outweigh its signiicant efects.9
Such political decision-makers must be equipped
with the necessary factual information about
the project’s costs and beneits. In other words,

9

determining whether a project with signiicant
adverse environmental efects is of overall public
beneit requires robust, objective assessments to
equip politicians about both the nature and extent
of the expected economic beneits and the lost value
to stakeholders from environmental efects.
The Importance of Regional Studies and the
Assessment of Cumulative Effects
Investment in scientiic studies to provide baseline
data for a region provides a “public good” for both
stakeholders and project proponents. Available
information about a region’s signiicant biophysical,
human health and social attributes provides inputs
into decision-making about the potential efects of
projects.10 For proponents, available information
reduces the risk of upfront costs for a project that
would likely cause signiicant adverse environmental
efects. Reciprocally, by proactively subsidizing
information, regional studies can also provide
increased certainty for proponents of “good” projects
that these will likely receive approval, enhancing
the attractiveness of the region for investment. For
stakeholders who lack a direct inancial return from
a project but have substantial uncertainty about its
externalized costs, the provision of publicly available
information lowers the barrier for engaging with
proponents around potential efects.
Alongside the provision of baseline data
as a public good to assess individual projects,
government investments in studies of regions also
might help to identify the long-term cumulative
efects of development: a single initial project
might not trigger signiicant adverse efects for a

he interplay between the NEB’s independent regulatory processes in providing evidence-based technical evaluation and
the role of political decision-making in balancing tradeofs between stakeholders is discussed thoroughly in Harrison (2013,
778-779). Courts have also discussed the role of political decision-makers in the “polycentric” balancing of tradeofs where
signiicant environmental efects are concerned. See Peace Valley Landowner Association v. Canada (Attorney General), 2015
FC 1027, at para. 59; Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development v. Canada (Attorney General), 2008 FC 302, at paras. 72
and 74; and Greenpeace Canada et al. v. Canada (Attorney General) et al., 2014 FC 463. at paras. 237 and 242.
10 Various studies of international best practices for environmental assessment highlight the importance of regional studies
and assessment of cumulative efects.; see, for example, Worley Parsons (2016, 13–15).
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region, but the cumulative efects of development
from multiple projects may rise to this level. he
baseline data produced using a regional study allow
for the assessment of scenarios for development
across multiple sectors and project types – avoiding
a single “tipping point” project becoming the
lashpoint for mounting adverse environmental
efects in a particular region.
Notably, sections 73 and 74 of CEAA 2012
provide for regional studies that are to be considered
in any environmental assessment.11 However, as the
Canadian Bar Association (2016, 5) has noted, such
studies are rarely undertaken – despite increasing
calls for their use. he lack of such regional studies
may owe to a lack of guidelines for undertaking
regional studies – which a 2014 report published by
the Oice of the Auditor General highlighted the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency had
yet to develop (Canada 2014, 4.69). CEAA 2012
requires collaboration with provincial governments
for regional studies beyond federal lands, and
signiicant questions also likely remain about how
studies would be scoped, funded and updated, as well
as protocols for who can access data from a study.
To address the gap in regional studies,
the Canadian Bar Association (2016, 5-6)
recommended a set of “legislative triggers” for a
regional study.12 Sections 92 and 93 of the proposed
IAA under Bill C-69 provide for “a regional
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assessment of the efects of existing or future
physical activities” at the discretion of the ECCC
Minister.13 However, the IAA does not prescribe
any speciic triggers for a regional assessment.
Regulatory Costs and Timelines Risk
Discouraging Beneficial Projects
Although well-designed environmental assessment
should address negative externalities and resolve
information asymmetries, the process should also
be designed to avoid discouraging socially beneicial
projects because of high regulatory costs and
protracted timelines for approval. Additionally, a
proponent will internalize the perceived risk that
a project may not be approved in its decision of
whether to undertake the upfront planning and
approval process. If potential proponents are highly
uncertain about the probability of approval, they
will be discouraged from proposing projects.14
More expressly, proponents will base their
decisions to proceed with projects on a suiciently
positive net present value (NPV), discounting
the future investment and expected returns from
the investment. Proponents will also deduct the
upfront costs for regulatory approval from the
project’s NPV and, if uncertain whether a project
will receive approval, reduce the expected value of
the investment proportionately to the probability of

11 A similar provision for regional studies also existed under the predecessor legislation – section 16.2 of Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, SC 1992, c 37.
12 he Canadian Bar Association recommended such triggers might include: the unique value of a region or ecosystem;
current or anticipated heavy development in a region; expectation of concerning cumulative efects; and cross-boundary
impacts. Importantly, the Canadian Bar Association also strongly recommended that the status of a regional study should
not be used to justify delaying, deferring, suspending or denying individual project applications.
13 Relative to CEAA 2012, a notable diference for regional studies/assessments under IAA would be that, if a region is
outside or extends beyond of federal lands, the ECCC Minister may authorize the Impact Assessment Agency to conduct
the assessment (s.93(a)(ii)) – although the agency must then ofer to consult with provincial governments, agencies or
Indigenous governing bodies (s.94). Under section 74(1)(a) of CEAA 2012, the ECCC Minister could only enter into an
agreement or arrangement for a joint committee with such a jurisdiction.
14 By decreasing the expected net present value of an investment, regulatory delays can be analogized to charges that diminish
pre-tax proits for a project.; see Mintz, Jack (2016), who estimates that, relative to timelines in Australia, protracted delays for
major Canadian projects represent 24–39 percent of pre-tax proits, depending on the length of the delay.
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Figure 9: Required Return on Invested Capital for Break-Even Project at Increasing Regulatory
Costs and Probability of Rejection
Required Return on
Invested Capital
for Break-Even
(percent)
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Source: Authors’ calculations for hypothetical example.

rejection. his means that, in order for a breakeven
NPV, the marginal project must generate a higher
annual return on invested capital (ROIC) – that
is, annual net operating proit/invested capital – in
each year after the initial investment.
Figure 9 exhibits the efect of increasing
regulatory approval costs and the probability of
rejection on the required ROIC for a hypothetical
project to break even.15 For higher regulatory
approval costs relative to the capital investment,

the project must achieve a higher ROIC in order
to obtain a positive NPV. Additionally, if a project
faces heightened regulatory approval costs
(5 or 10 percent for the hypothetical project), a
higher risk of rejection further steepens the required
ROIC.
In the illustrative example in Figure 9, a project
that had no risk of rejection and faced no regulatory
approval costs would require a ROIC of only
11.3 percent for a break-even NPV. If, however, the

15 his illustrates a hypothetical project with a 20-year production life discounted at a 7.5 percent weighted-average cost of
capital. After a three-year approval period and two-year construction period, the project is assumed to have net annual cash
lows for the next 20 years equal to the return on invested capital on the upfront capital investment. For an alternative view
of the efects of regulatory timelines on project economics, see Holburn and Loudermilk (2017, 9).
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Figure 10: Impact of Delayed Approval on Required Return on Invested Capital for Break-Even
Project
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(percent)
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Source: Authors’ calculations for hypothetical example.

proponent perceived a 25 percent risk of rejection
and faced regulatory approval costs of 10 percent
of the capital investment, the project would require
a ROIC of 13.2 percent. he example shows how
beneicial projects might be discouraged by the
assessment process: a proponent facing such costs
and perceived risk of rejection would not propose a
project with a 12 percent ROIC.
Similarly, an expected delay for approval will
increase the required ROIC for a project. Figure 10
shows how lengthening the duration for approval
results in a higher required ROIC – particularly
with heightened regulatory approval costs. An
increase in regulatory approval costs elevates the
ROIC required for a break-even NPV, and the
efect of protracted timelines for regulatory approval
on the required ROIC becomes increasingly

pronounced as regulatory costs increase – as shown
by the steeper slope of the curve in Figure 10 for 10
percent regulatory costs than that for 5 percent costs.
he example underscores the importance of a
well-designed environmental assessment process
that reduces uncertainty about the likelihood of
approval, provides dependable timeframes, and
lowers regulatory approval costs to the level needed
to assess potential environmental efects.
Decision-m a k ing under the
Pr esent Feder a l En v ironmenta l
A ssessment R egime
Canada’s current framework for environmental
assessment involves political decision-makers at the
end of the process. As various commentators have
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observed, the risks of political decision-making after
a time-intensive and costly regulatory process might
discourage proponents from undertaking projects.
Nonetheless, the present framework involves
evidence-based determinations of environmental
efects by independent agencies that have developed
technical expertise speciic to the nature of projects
within their authority. Although federal ministers
– and potentially the cabinet – may play a inal
decision-making role in the process, their decisions
are informed by the reports and recommendations
of these independent agencies. he current process
for assessment and decision-making under CEAA
2012 is shown in Figure 11 and described in the
accompanying Box 2. he role of political decisionmaking is efectively limited to balancing a project’s
beneits to society against negative externalities once
independent assessments identify a likelihood of
signiicant adverse environmental efects (SAEEs).
Political decision-makers (ministers and
cabinet) fulill roles at the end of the environmental
assessment process. However, CEAA 2012 provides
for independent and expert agencies or review
panels to deliver environmental assessments that
advise whether the project is likely to cause SAEEs
and set-out the evidence for this determination.
A minister – or cabinet for NEBA, s.54 (pipeline)
determinations – would require a reasonable basis
for departing from the inding concerning SAEEs
in the environmental assessments. Where an
environmental assessment inds a project is likely to
cause SAEEs, political decision-making provides
a role in balancing SAEEs against other societal
objectives and preferences to determine whether
these are justiied.
In practice, a project should only face a
political risk where it is likely to cause signiicant
adverse environmental efects. If an independent

environmental assessment does not ind that
a project would cause signiicant adverse
environmental efects, the minister would face a
hurdle to decide otherwise and likely require a
reasonable basis for doing so.
Most Federal Approvals Involve No Significant
Adverse Environmental Effects
he majority of federal approvals under CEAA
2012 have found that the project likely will not
cause Signiicant Adverse Environmental Efects
(SAEEs). Based on records from the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Registry,16 Table 1
summarizes the results of the 56 projects that have
been reviewed under CEAA 2012 as of October
2018 (excluding transitional comprehensive
studies and screenings from CEAA 1992). Of
these, 28 projects were screened and required
no environmental assessment and 28 projects
required environmental assessments. Of the 28
environmental assessments under CEAA 2012,
nine projects were found likely to cause SAEEs,
and cabinet determined that the respective
SAEEs were justiied for six projects – including
cabinet’s original determination for the Northern
Gateway project. For three projects, cabinet
determined that the likely SAEEs were not
justiied in the circumstances. On average, projects
that were determined to cause no likely SAEEs
involved a much shorter median duration for the
environmental assessment (2.5 years) than those for
which SAEEs were likely (3.7 years). he median
duration for projects that ultimately were justiied
was 3.7 years, while projects with SAEEs that were
not justiied required a median of 7.1 years for a
inal decision.17

16 Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, “Canadian Environmental Assessment Registry,” available online: https://
ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/evaluations/Index?culture=en-CA at https://ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/evaluations/Index?culture=en-CA,
accessed October 2018.
17 he duration of the process under CEAA 2012 was calculated as the time from a proponent’s submission of a project
description to the publication of the inal decision.
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Box 2: Environmental Assessment under CEAA 2012
CEAA 2012 prohibits any “designated project” from proceeding without an environmental assessment and
approval or, alternatively, a determination that an environmental assessment is not required. he “Designated
Project List” provides a schedule of speciied physical activities that require clearance under CEAA 2012.* As
well, the ECCC Minister may designate a project by ministerial order.
For designated physical activities regulated by the NEB or Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
(CNSC), an environmental assessment is required. For other activities on the Designated Project List, the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) makes a “screening” determination of whether or
not an environmental assessment is required based on whether the project could cause signiicant adverse
environmental efects.
For projects that require an environmental assessment, the responsible authority (the NEB, CNSC or
the CEA Agency) will conduct the assessment to determine if the project could cause signiicant adverse
environmental efects (SAEEs). However, for designated projects that are not under the authority of the
NEB or CNSC, the ECCC Minister may refer the assessment to a review panel (consisting of independent
members with technical expertise relevant to the project’s potential environmental efects) or a joint review
panel by agreement with another jurisdiction (typically a provincial government that has regulatory jurisdiction
for aspects of a project) if the ECCC Minister believes it in the public interest. As well, for designated projects
not under the authority of the NEB or CNSC, the ECCC Minister may substitute another jurisdiction’s
process if this will provide an equivalent assessment of SAEEs.
Under CEAA 2012, the responsible authority or review panel is required to determine whether a project
is likely to cause signiicant adverse environmental efects (SAEE). he current framework enumerates the
set of “environmental efects” that are to be taken into account in an environmental assessment. he particular
provision speciies biophysical efects – land, water and air; organic and inorganic matter and living organisms;
and all interacting natural systems with these components. Where federal authority is to be exercised,
CEAA 2012 also requires that the assessment also take into account the project’s incidental efects and other
social and human considerations – such as, health, socio-economic conditions and cultural heritage – as
“environmental efects.”
he decision-maker who determines whether a project is likely to cause signiicant adverse environmental
efects depends on the responsible authority. For designated projects that are not under the authority of
the NEB or CNSC, the ECCC Minister makes the SAEE determination. If the ECCC Minister – or the
NEB or CNSC for projects under their respective authority – determines that a project is likely to cause
SAEEs, the project must then be referred to cabinet to determine whether or not the SAEE is justiied in the
circumstances.
For decisions on new pipeline projects under section 54 of the National Energy Board Act, the
environmental assessment is incorporated into the NEB’s determination of whether the pipeline is “required by
the present and future public convenience and necessity”. his determination is the basis of a recommendation
to cabinet, which is the inal decision-maker under the National Energy Board Act for determining whether a
project is in the “public interest”.** Under section 29(2) of CEAA 2012, the NEB provides the environmental
assessment to cabinet concurrently with its recommendation on public convenience and necessity. On the basis
of this combined report, cabinet makes the determination of whether the project is likely to cause SAEEs and,
if so, whether the SAEEs can be justiied in the circumstances.
*
**

Regulations Designating Physical Activities, SOR/2012-147
Cabinet makes this determination under CEAA 2012 alongside its decision under the National Energy Board Act on
whether the pipeline project is in the public interest (see CEAA 2012, s.31(1)).
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Table 1: Outcomes of Environmental Assessments under CEAA 2012
Type of
Environmental
Assessment

Number of
Projects

Investment
Value
($C billions)

Mean EA
Duration †
(years)

Median EA
Duration †
(years)

28

101.6

3.9

2.6

Likely Signiicant Adverse Enviro. Efects

9

72.7

6.0

3.7

Justiied

6

70.7

4.8

3.7

Environmental Assessments

LNG Canada Export Terminal Project

Substituted EA

40.0

2.2

Paciic NorthWest LNG Project

EA by RA
(CEAA)

11.4

3.6

Site C Clean Energy Project

Review panel

10.7

3.4

Enbridge Northern Gateway Project *

Review panel

7.9

11.1

Murray River Coal Project

EA by RA
(CEAA)

0.7

4.7

Akasaba West Copper-Gold Mine Project

EA by RA
(CEAA)

0.1

3.7

1.9

8.5

New Prosperity Gold-Copper Mine Project Review panel

1.0

3.0

Prosperity Gold-Copper Mine Project

Review panel

0.8

15.4

EnCana Shallow Gas Inill in the Suield
NWA

Review panel

0.1

7.1

28.9

2.9

2.5

0.2

0.2

Not Justiied

3

No Signiicant Adverse Enviro. Efects **

19

Screening (Environmental Assessment
not required)

28

7.1

Notes:
† he duration of the process under CEAA 2012 was calculated as the time from a proponent’s submission of a project description to the
publication of the inal decision.
* In the original GIC order in June 2013, the federal cabinet decided that the likely SAEEs for Northern Gateway were justiied; however, in
its June 2016 decision in Gitxaala Nation v. Canada, 2016 FCA 187, the Federal Court of Appeal quashed this decision, inding inadequate
consultation. he decision was remitted to the federal cabinet for re-determination and the new federal cabinet decided that the project’s
SAEEs were not justiied.
** his includes the original GIC order concerning Trans Mountain Expansion, which relied on the NEB's inding of no SAEEs; however,
in its August 2018 decision in Tsleil-Waututh Nation v. Canada (Attorney General), 2018 FCA 153, the Federal Court of Appeal quashed this
decision. On direction from cabinet, the NEB is currently re-assessing the likelihood of SAEEs with a project scope that includes efects of
increased tanker traic.
Sources: CEAA Registry, authors’ calculations.

EA required

EA by RA
(NEB)
EA Report
to NRCan
Minister

EA by
prov.
process

Project
prohibited

Significant adverse
environmental effects
not justified

Significant
adverse
environmental
effects
justified

Project
permitted

Decision-making

No likely
significant
adverse
environmental
effects

Likely
significant
adverse
environmental
effects
GIC decides if
significant
environmental
effects are
justified in the
circumstances

ECCC Minister
decides if likely
significant adverse
environmental
effects

GIC decides if likely
significant adverse
environmental
effects

NEB decides if likely
significant adverse
environmental effects

Minister
substitutes
provincial
process

EA Report to
ECCC Minister

EA by RA
(CEAA or fed. dept.)

EA by
Review
Panel
or JRP

EA by RA
(CEAA)

NEBA, s.54
pipeline decision

Minister refers
to review
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No EA
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Screening by
CEAA
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Source: Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, SC 2012, c 19, s 52.

Physical activity designated by minister’s order

Hazardous waste facility

International or interprovincial bridge or tunnel

Airport or aerodrome

Railway line with >32km new right of way

Canals, locks or structures for navigable waterways

Military bases or stations

Metallic or non-metallic mines >specified tonnes/d

LNG production facility

Oil refinery

Oil sands mine > 60 kbpd

Dams of with >1,500 ha reservoir

Fossil-fuel or hydro power generation >200 MW

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA)

Large petroleum storage facility

Sour gas processing facility

Offshore Oil & Gas Extraction

Offshore exploratory drilling

Interprovincial or international electrical transmission line

NEB-regulated pipelines

National Energy Board (NEB)

Nuclear waste disposal facility

New nuclear reactor

CNSC decides if likely
significant adverse
environmental effects

Optional process
EA by RA
(CNSC)

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)

Uranium mine, mill or processing facility

Default process

Designated project list

Figure 11: Canada’s Federal Framework for Environmental Assessment and Decision-making under CEAA 2012
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Political Risk at the Justification Step
he decisions concerning the Northern Gateway
pipeline exhibit the potential variability and
political risk concerning whether SAEEs will be
justiied. In the original June 2014 determination,
the federal cabinet (then of a Conservative
government) found that the SAEEs were justiied.18
On judicial review of this decision, however, the
Federal Court of Appeal’s June 2016 decision
in Gitxaala Nation v. Canada (2016 FCA 187)
quashed the cabinet’s order. he Court’s majority
found that the (by then previous) cabinet had failed
in its constitutional duty to adequately consult
Indigenous peoples before approving the pipeline.
he Court remitted the decision to approve the
pipeline to the new federal cabinet (a Liberal
government having been elected in October 2015)
for redetermination. Importantly, the Court did not
ind that the cabinet had unreasonably determined
the SAEEs were justiied; rather, the decision to
quash cabinet’s original order resulted from the
Court’s inding that the government failed to
adequately consult.
Notably, the new cabinet did not undertake
any additional formal consultations with afected
Indigenous peoples to address the consultative
deiciencies identiied by the Federal Court of
Appeal. In October 2016, however, the cabinet
determined that the SAEEs were not justiied
in the circumstances.19 With one government
reaching an opposite inding from another on the
same facts, the reversal of the Northern Gateway
approval illustrates the potential political variability
surrounding the decision at the inal “justiication”
step of CEAA 2012.

Commentators have also highlighted CEAA
2012’s lack of a requirement that the federal cabinet
provide reasons for a “justiication” decision (see
Olszynski 2013, 2014). Courts have recognized
that the cabinet’s “justiication” determination is
a “polycentric” decision that involves balancing a
wide range of considerations and information, and
that the cabinet is ultimately accountable to the
electorate for its decisions.20 Even without written
reasons from cabinet, courts have aforded wide
deference to the “justiication” decision. Notably,
in contrast with the “justiication” decision under
CEAA 2012, the “public interest” decision for
any pipeline approval under section 54 of the
National Energy Board Act (which incorporates
any assessment under CEAA 2012 for the
project) requires publication of the reasons for the
decision.21
Although the omission of requirement for such
reasons in CEAA 2012 might relect Parliament’s
intention to insulate decision-making from court
scrutiny of cabinet’s substantive rationale, the
lack of written reasons for justifying a project
with SAEEs means that both proponents and
stakeholders are unable to discern the factors the
cabinet considered and the weight it assigned to
those considerations. As Olszynski (2014) has
observed, a cornerstone of administrative law has
long been that the provision of adequate reasons
by political decision-makers enhances the political
accountability of decisions and is necessary to
ensure that “public regulation” is not exercised in an
arbitrary manner.

18 See Canada Gazette 18, no. 26 ( June 28, 2014), available online at http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2014/2014-06-28/
html/order-decret-eng.html
19 See Canada Gazette 150, no. 50 (December 10, 2016), available online at http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2016/2016-1210/html/order-decret-eng.html
20 Peace Valley Landowner Association v. Canada (Attorney General), 2015 FC 1027 at paras. 67–8.
21 National Energy Board Act, RSC 1985, c N-7, s.54(2).
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Courts Uphold Environmental Assessments but
Find Failure on the Duty to Consult
he results of judicial challenges to project
approvals under CEAA 2012 indicate a high
degree of certainty for the inality of federal
environmental assessments and decision-making
on the justiication of any SAEEs. However, courts’
indings that the federal government failed to
adequately consult afected Indigenous peoples has
resulted in several reversals of project approvals.
Of 15 inal decisions on challenges since
2012 concerning environmental assessments
initiated under CEAA 2012 or CEAA 1992,
eight concerned the duty to consult (see Table 2).
In each of the three decisions in which the court
quashed a project approval, the decision concerned
the federal government’s failure to fulill its duty
to consult afected Indigenous peoples.22 In the
remaining seven challenges, which concerned only
environmental assessments initiated under CEAA
2012 or CEAA 1992, the respective court dismissed
the challenge. Table 3 provides the focus of the
challenge in each of the relevant cases. Except for
Tsleil-Waututh, concerning the Trans Mountain
Expansion, the courts upheld all decisions by the
federal decision-maker that the project was not
likely to cause SAEEs or that the SAEEs were
justiied in the circumstances. Likewise, the Federal
Court of Appeal also dismissed a proponent’s
challenge of both an environmental assessment
that found SAEEs likely and the decision that the
SAEEs were not justiied.23
The Federal Government’s Struggle to Fulfill
Constitutional Duty to Consult
Although environmental assessment under CEAA
2012 is an administrative process prescribed by

Table 2: Final Court Decisions since 2012
Involving Environmental Assessments
Initiated under CEAA 2012 or CEAA 1992
Challenge
Based on:
Decisions
Dismissed
Approval quashed

Duty to
Consult

Only CEAA
Decision

15

8

7

12

5

7

3

3

0

Source: Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII), authors’
analysis.

legislation, governments in Canada also have a
constitutional duty to consult Indigenous peoples
and, if necessary, to accommodate Indigenous rights
(see Box 2). his duty is grounded in the protection
for “existing aboriginal and treaty rights” guaranteed
in section 35 of Canada’s 1982 Constitution. he
duty arises when the Crown – that is, any Canadian
government – contemplates conduct that might
adversely afect Indigenous rights. Legislation may
prescribe procedures to carry out consultation,
but the adequacy of any consultation and
accommodation is a constitutional question subject
to review by the courts.
he last decade has yielded a substantial number
of judicial decisions concerning the requirement
of the duty to consult in particular circumstances.
While case law has provided guidance on various
aspects of the duty to consult, challenging legal
issues remain open (Newman 2018, 11).
Governments continue to wrestle with fulilling
this duty adequately, as exhibited by recent decisions
of the Federal Court of Appeal concerning the
Northern Gateway pipeline in Gitxaala Nation v.
Canada (2016 FCA 187) and the Trans Mountain

22 In Tsleil-Waututh, the Federal Court of Appeal also found that the cabinet had relied unreasonably on a lawed decision
by the NEB to exclude the efects of increased tanker traic from the scope of the project when determining whether the
pipeline would likely cause signiicant adverse environmental efects.
23 Taesko Mines v. Canada, 2017 FC 1100.

Darlington Nuclear Generating
Nuclear facility
Facility

Oil Sands Mine

Site C Clean Energy Project

Darlington Nuclear Generating
Nuclear facility
Station
Hydroelectric facility

Northern Gateway

Muskrat Falls

Jackpine Mine Expansion
Project

Darlington Nuclear Generating
Nuclear facility
Station

Muskrat Falls

2016

2016

2015

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

Source: Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII), authors’ analysis.

Challenge resulted in quashing of approval.

Challenge concerns duty to consult Indigenous peoples.

Hydroelectric facility

Hydroelectric facility

Pipeline

Hydroelectric facility

Site C Clean Energy Project

2017

Dismissed
Dismissed

Decision that SAEE justiied
and duty to consult

Dismissed

“Decision that SAEE justiied,
and duty to consult”
Decision that no SAEE

Dismissed

Dismissed

Dismissed

Duty to consult

Decision that no SAEE

Decision that SAEE justiied

Dismissed

Approval
quashed

“Decision that SAEE justiied,
and duty to consult”
Decision that no SAEE

Dismissed

Decision that SAEE justiied
and duty to consult

FCA

FC

FC

FC

FCA

FC

FCA

FCA

FCA

SCC

Approval
quashed

Ofshore Oil & Gas exploration Duty to consult

Seismic testing in Bain Bay
and Davis Strait

2017

FC

Dismissed

Decision that SAEE not
justiied

Mine

New Prosperity Gold-Copper
Mine

2017

FCA

FC

Dismissed

Pipeline

NGTL System Expansion
Project

2018

Dismissed

FC

FCA

Approval
quashed
Dismissed

Court

Outcome

Duty to consult

Decision that no SAEE

Construction of transfer coal
facility

Fraser Surrey Docks

2018

"Decision that no SAEE,
and duty to consult"

Challenge to:

Decision that no SAEE

Aéroports de Montréal

2018

Pipeline

Project Type

Federal land development

Trans Mountain Pipeline

Project

2018

Year

Council of the Innu of Ekuanitshit v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2014 FCA 189

Greenpeace Canada v. Canada (Attorney
General), 2014 FC 1124

Adam v. Canada (Environment), 2014 FC 1185

Nunatukavut Community Council Inc. v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2015 FC 981

Ontario Power Generation Inc. v. Greenpeace
Canada, 2015 FCA 186

Peace Valley Landowner Association v. Canada
(Attorney General), 2015 FC 1027

Greenpeace Canada v. Canada (Attorney
General), 2016 FCA 114

Gitxaala Nation v. Canada, 2016 FCA 187

Prophet River First Nation v. Canada (Attorney
General), 2017 FCA 15

Clyde River (Hamlet) v. Petroleum Geo-Services
Inc., 2017 SCC 40

Taseko Mines Limited v. Canada
(Environment), 2017 FC 1100

Bigstone Cree Nation v. Nova Gas Transmission
Ltd., 2018 FCA 89

Communities and Coal Society v. Canada (Attorney
General), 2018 FC 35

Maloney v. Garneau, 2018 FC 188

Tsleil-Waututh Nation v. Canada (Attorney
General), 2018 FCA 153

Decision

Table 3: Detailed Results of Final Court Decisions since 2012 Involving Environmental Assessments Initiated under CEAA 2012 or
CEAA 1992
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Box 3: he Constitutional Duty to Consult and Accommodate Indigenous Peoples
If potential Indigenous rights or title might be adversely afected by a project, Indigenous claimants may
challenge the suiciency of consultation leading to the ultimate decision-making by governments. his
includes decisions under CEAA 2012 or to an order to issue certiicates of public convenience and necessity
for pipelines under the National Energy Board Act.
he Supreme Court of Canada articulated this constitutional duty in its 2004 decision in Haida Nation
v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) (2004 SCC 73). In that decision, the Court explained that this duty
is necessary to safeguard the constitutional recognition of title or rights resulting from prior Indigenous
occupation of the land, pending proof and resolution of the speciic claim. he Court elaborated that “the
duty to consult and accommodate is part of a process of fair dealing and reconciliation that begins with the
assertion of sovereignty and continues beyond formal claims resolution” (Haida, at para. 32).
As well, the Court emphasized that the duty to consult is rooted in Indigenous claims to rights and title
that previous jurisprudence had recognized. he Court noted that, although certain Indigenous claims had
been reconciled by negotiated treaties, other potential rights remained undetermined. As such, the duty to
consult “preserves the Aboriginal interest pending claims resolution and fosters a relationship between the
parties that makes possible negotiations, the preferred process for achieving ultimate reconciliation” (Haida, at
para. 38).
Correspondingly, the Supreme Court also indicated that the extent and speciic content of the duty
to consult will be calibrated to the strength of the Indigenous claim and the seriousness of the potential
adverse efect upon the claimed right or title. he duty falls along a spectrum: this runs from a low-end
where government might be required only to give notice of the contemplated conduct, disclose relevant
information and discuss any issues raised in response to the notice (Haida, at para. 43). At the other end,
“deep consultation” would be required when Indigenous peoples establish a strong prima facie case for the
claim, that the right and potential infringement is of high signiicance to Indigenous peoples and the risk of
non-compensable damage is high (Haida, at para. 44). Deep consultation may entail the opportunity to make
submissions, formal participation in the decision-making process, and the provision of written reasons to show
that Indigenous concerns were considered and how those concerns were factored into the decision (Haida, at
para. 44).
he Court emphasized that consultation is not a “veto” and that “consent” will be required only in certain
cases of established Indigenous rights. Nonetheless, governments must engage in a process of “balancing
interests” and “give and take” in order “to balance societal and Aboriginal interests in making decisions that
may afect Aboriginal claims” (Haida, at paras. 45 and 48).
he Supreme Court of Canada also has recognized that Parliament may delegate procedural aspects of the
duty to consult to proponents, government tribunals or agencies. For example, the Court found that the NEB
speciically has considerable institutional and technical expertise in overseeing consultations, assessing the
environmental efects of proposed projects and identifying forms of accommodation (see Clyde River (Hamlet)
v. Petroleum Geo-Services Inc., 2017 SCC 40, at paras. 33–4). Nonetheless, the “Crown” alone, however, retains
ultimate legal responsibility for ensuring the adequacy of consultation (Haida, at para. 53).
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Expansion in Tsleil-Waututh Nation v. Canada
(2018 FCA 153). Importantly, in both decisions,
the Court airmed the adequacy of Indigenous
consultation by the Joint Review Panel or NEB
during the pre-hearing and hearing processes for
the environmental assessment and recommendation.
For both projects, however, the Court found the
post-report consultation prior to the cabinet’s
decision to have been inadequate.
In Gitxaala, the Federal Court of Appeal
majority determined that Crown had failed to
engage in dialogue, to grapple with the concerns
raised by First Nations and to provide a meaningful
response to material concerns raised by First
Nations, noting that “[m]issing was someone from
Canada’s side empowered to do more than take
notes, someone able to respond meaningfully at
some point” (Gitxaala, at para. 279).
Similarly, in Tsleil-Waututh, the Court found
that, for the post-report consultations, “the
Crown consultation team’s implementation of
their mandate essentially as note-takers”, and that
“missing was a genuine and sustained efort to
pursue meaningful, two-way dialogue. Very few
responses were provided by Canada’s representatives
in the consultation meetings” (Tsleil-Waututh, at
para. 756). In both decisions, the Court’s reasons
extensively canvassed evidence of the consultations
to support its conclusions about the inadequacy on
consultation.
Notably, the Federal Court of Appeal’s decision
in Gitxaala concerning the Northern Gateway
project was issued in June 2016. herefore, the
federal government had the beneit of the Court’s
reasons during the post-report consultation phase

of the Trans Mountain Expansion, which took
place from February to November 2016, before the
cabinet then approved that project in November
2016. his makes the federal government’s failure
to fulill its duty to consult – and a mirror error of a
mere “note-taking” mandate – a puzzling misstep.24
The Dur ation of
En v ironmenta l A ssessment
Environmental assessments of certain projects, such
as those for Northern Gateway and the Jackpine
Mine Expansion, have taken prolonged lengths
of time. For assessments and decision-making for
mining and oil extraction projects, average timelines
in Canada have signiicantly exceeded those in
Australia. A signiicant number of projects have
been cancelled while environmental assessments
were underway, some for more than three years
– such as the Pierre River Mine project and the
Grassy Point, Aurora and Prince Rupert LNG
projects.
As Figure 12 shows, most environmental
assessments of projects with a value of over
$500 million were completed within three years,
and the median length of time was 2.6 years.25
As Figure 13 indicates, however, many larger
projects have faced longer assessment periods
and assessment completion times vary by project
type. Environmental assessments for LNG were
completed relatively quickly – that of the $40
billion LNG Canada project, for example, required
only 2.2 years to complete. As well, approvals
for smaller gas pipeline projects like the North
Montney and NGTL system expansion have been
completed relatively rapidly and the Enbridge Line

24 For a discussion of the similarities in the Federal Court of Appeal’s indings in Gitxaala and Tsleil-Waututh, see Wright
(2018, 201-205). Additionally, the lack of consistent guidance on the duty to consult for federal oicials was highlighted in
an expert report for Minister of Indigenous and Northern Afairs in May 2016. his report also emphasized, in the current
federal guidelines, “the signiicant focus on documentation perpetuates the perception that consultation is simply a process
to record rather than meaningfully address concerns” [emphasis added] (Gray 2016).
25 he duration of the process under CEAA 2012 was calculated as the time from a proponent’s submission of a project
description to the publication of the inal decision.
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Figure 12: Duration of Federal Environmental Assessments for Projects >$500 Million Investment
Value
Project Description
to EA Commencement

EA Commencement EA Report
to EA Report
to Minister/Cabinet Decision

Appeal/Re-determination EA Commencement
to Termination
Duration of Environmental Assessment (Years)
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9
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12

LNG Canada Export Terminal
Aurora LNG
Prince Rupert LNG
Grassy Point LNG
Pacific NorthWest LNG
Woodfibre LNG
Energy East
Trans Mountain Expansion*
Enbridge Northern Gateway
Enbridge Mainline Line 3 Replacement
Coastal GasLink Pipeline
2017 NGTL System Expansion
North Montney
Towerbirch Expansion
Pierre River Mine
Jackpine Mine Expansion
Scotian Basin Exploration Drilling
Shelburne Basin Exploration Drilling
Site C Clean Energy
Tazi Twé Hydroelectric
Côté Gold Mine
Brucejack Gold Mine
New Prosperity Gold-Copper Mine
Whabouchi Mine
Rainy River Mine
Murray River Coal Mine
Kemess Underground Mine

Sources: CEAA registry, authors’ calculations.

3 replacement was approved in just over two years.
In contrast, larger liquids pipelines to the West
Coast (Northern Gateway and the Trans Mountain
Expansion) have been highly contentious and faced
protracted timelines for completing environmental
assessments (not including the additional duration
and uncertainty from subsequent litigation).
As shown in Figure 14, most environmental
assessments and decisions are completed in less
than three years, but a substantial number of
projects have taken longer. Since 2012, moreover,
the average length of an environmental assessment
has been highly variable (see Figure 15). Durations

for CEAA 2012 decisions completed in a given year
have averaged from 2.4 to 3.0 years since 2015, and
durations vary widely between individual projects.
The Prolonging of Assessments by “Clock
Stop” Periods for Information Requests
Many environmental assessments involve
multiple rounds of information requests. In order
to complete the environmental assessment, a
responsible authority or review panel can request
a proponent to complete an environmental impact
study or provide other information. During the
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Figure 13: Duration of Federal Environmental Assessments by Project Type and Value for Projects
>$500 Million
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* As of February 2018, the Trans Mountain Expansion project awaits re-determination following the quashing of the original GIC order in
the August 2018 decision by the Federal Court of Appeal (Tsleil-Waututh Nation v. Canada (Attorney General), 2018 FCA 153.
Sources: CEAA registry, authors’ calculations.

Figure 14: Number and Value of Projects by Duration of Federal Environmental Assessment
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Figure 15: Duration of Federal Environmental Assessments across Canada since 2012
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Sources: CEAA registry, authors’ calculations.

period when any information request is outstanding,
the statutory timeframe for completing the
assessment pauses until the proponent adequately
responds to the request – a so-called “clock stop” on
the timeline.
Figure 16 exhibits the proportion of “clock stop”
time during environmental assessments under
CEAA 2012. For environmental assessments of
mining projects, the time for proponents to respond
to information requests frequently comprises more
than half the total duration of the assessment –
that is, from the beginning of the assessment to
the delivery of the report to the decision-maker.
Otherwise, the time required for proponents
to respond to information requests during an
assessment can vary widely – likely as a function
of the complexity of considerations that arise for a
project and the proponent’s anticipation of issues in
advance of the review.

Notably, for assessments of pipeline projects, the
time allowed proponents to deliver an adequate
response to information requests has been relatively
short compared to the duration of the assessments.
In approval processes for pipelines, NEB/review
panel processes, pre-hearing procedures and
submissions typically comprise most of the period
for completing the report. Figure 17 illustrates
the decision-making timeline for the Northern
Gateway project, showing that joint review panel
( JRP) processes and pre-hearing procedures
consumed the majority of the time for completing
the JRP’s report.
Comparison of Canadian, Australian and US
Assessment Periods
In order to compare timelines to international peers,
we have analyzed data on federal environmental
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Figure 16: Duration of “clock stop” Periods during Environmental Assessments (pending proponent
responses to information requests)
X% Proportion of EA duration* pending proponent response
Duration pending proponent response

Duration of other EA activities*

Duration of Environmental Assessment (Years)
Percent
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Kemess Underground
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Jackpine Mine Expansion
11
Scotian Basin Exploration
57
Shelburne Basin Exploration
29
** Trans Mountain Expansion
12
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23
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35
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3
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4
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73

* EA duration is from commencement of EA to delivery of the EA report by the Responsible Authority or Review Panel.
** As of February 2018, the Trans Mountain Expansion project awaits re-determination following the quashing of the original GIC order in
the August 2018 decision by the Federal Court of Appeal (Tsleil-Waututh Nation v. Canada (Attorney General), 2018 FCA 153).
Sources: CEAA registry, Major Projects Management Oice Project Tracker, authors’ calculations.

assessment timelines from Australia and the
United States. his analysis reveals that, since
2012, Canadian timelines generally have exceeded
those in the other two countries.26 Canada also
has a wider range of the lengths of environmental
assessments – with Canada’s longest assessments
far exceeding durations for the same project type in

the other countries. Figure 18 shows median and
mean durations, as well as the range of durations,
across diferent project types in the three countries,
while Figure 19 provides context on the relative
number of environmental assessments/impact
studies in each country since 2012 (See Box 4 for
an explanation of the sources and calculations of

26 his analysis builds on a recent evaluations of timelines for Canadian energy projects by Drance, Cameron, and Hutton
(2018); and Orenstein (2018).
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Figure 17: Timeline for NEBA, s.52 and CEAA 2012 Decision-making for Northern Gateway
Pipeline Project
Year
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Sources: CEAA registry, Major Projects Management Oice Project Tracker, Federal Court of Appeal (Docket for cases A-64-14 and
A-437-14).
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Figure 18: Duration of Environmental Assessments/impact Studies across Canada, Australia and US
for Selected Project Types since 2012
Duration (years)
of Environmental
Assessment/Impact Study
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* US data only for reviews by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
Source: Environment Canada CEAA registry, Australia Dept. of Environment and Energy EPBC Referral Notices, US EPA NEPA
Environmental Impact Study database, authors’ calculations.

durations in Australia and for US FERC-regulated
projects).27
As Figure 18 shows, the median duration of
environmental assessments of mining projects
under CEAA 2012 was more than three years; in
Australia, in contrast, mining projects generally
were assessed in two years. Some protracted

environmental assessments of mining projects under
CEAA 2012 lasted for as long as 15 years, while the
longest for an Australian mining project was less
than 6 years.
Assessments of oil and gas extraction projects in
Canada also exceeded average timelines in Australia
(6.7 years versus 3.2 years). Decisions on Canadian

27 Canada’s federal-provincial division-of-powers and framework for environmental assessment difers from the US and
Australia in various signiicant respects. Nonetheless, these jurisdictions represent peer economies with federal structures,
long-established environment impact assessment at the federal level, and signiicant investment in comparable categories of
resource-sector projects.
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Figure 19: Number of Environmental Assessments/Impact Studies across Canada, Australia and
US for Selected Project Types since 2012
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* US data only for reviews by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
Source: Environment Canada CEAA registry, Australia Dept. of Environment and Energy EPBC Referral Notices, US EPA NEPA
Environmental Impact Study database, authors’ calculations.

pipeline projects also exceeded mean timelines
for approvals in Australia and the US FERC,28
and certain pipeline reviews in Canada – for
example, those of Northern Gateway and the Trans
Mountain Expansion – exceeded the length of any

pipeline approvals in the other two countries since
2012.29
In contrast, with respect to decisions on power
generation and LNG projects, Canadian timelines
for the completion of environmental reviews and

28 he timelines for environmental assessments under the US NEPA here include only those regulated by the FERC.
As a trans-boundary pipeline, the Keystone XL Project was instead subject to the constitutional authority of the US
President for foreign relations. he President delegated his responsibility for the EIS on the application by the proponent
(TransCanada) for a Presidential Permit to the US Department of State. he proponent’s application was iled in
September 2008. he State Department issued the Final EIS in July 2014. President Obama determined that the project
was not in the national interest in November 2015. he proponent re-submitted an application in January 2017 and
President Trump issued a Presidential Permit in March 2017. See: https://www.keystonepipeline-xl.state.gov/.
29 Notably, Canada’s median duration for environmental assessments of pipelines appear comparable to the Australian and US
FERC timelines. he divergence of the mean duration from these peers results from the protracted duration of timelines for
particular pipeline reviews – speciically Northern Gateway and the Trans Mountain Expansion.
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Box 4: he Duration of Environmental Reviews in Australia and by US Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission
In Australia, activities that may have a signiicant impact on the environment are subject to approval
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. Dates for notices of
referrals and inal decisions are available on a database maintained by Australia’s Department of
the Environment and Energy.* he duration of environmental assessments represents the time
from the notiication of referral for an environmental impact statement to notiication of the inal
environmental impact statement.
In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maintains a database of every
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).** his
database includes EISs prepared by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for its
approvals of pipeline and hydroelectric projects. NEPA requires an environmental impact statement
for any major federal action determined to signiicantly afect the quality of the human environment.
Unless an activity is excluded from the scope of NEPA, a federal agency with authority to approve
the project must prepare an environmental assessment to determine whether the environmental
impact will be signiicant. If the agency so determines, it must prepare an EIS. he duration of an EIS
is calculated as the period between the FERC notice of intent for an EIS and the publication of the
inal EIS.

*
**

Australia, Department of Environment and Energy, “EPBC Act – Public Notices,” available online at http://
epbcnotices.environment.gov.au/publicnoticesreferrals/, accessed January 2019.
United States Environmental Protection Agency, “Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Database,” available
online at https://cdxnodengn.epa.gov/cdx-enepa-public/action/eis/search, accessed January 2019.

approvals are shorter than those in the United
States, where some reviews have taken much longer
than for any such projects in Canada.

hese changes could deter proponents from
submitting applications for socially beneicial
projects by increasing the political risk of rejection
for a proponent and the regulatory costs and
timelines for approval. As explained above,
The R isk s of Bill C-69 for
increasing regulatory approval costs, duration and
In v estment in C a na da’s
uncertainty would increase the necessary return on
R esources Sector
invested capital that a proponent would have to
he revamping of the federal environmental impact achieve for a breakeven project.
assessment process proposed in Bill C-69 risks
Proponents would face greater political risk
increasing uncertainty about the pathway for project because a “public interest” determination by
approval. he proposed legislation would widen the the ECCC Minister or cabinet would apply to
set of projects that face subjective determinations
potentially any project – that is, every project with
by political decision-makers and mandates that
“adverse efects.” Figure 20 exhibits the framework
assessments include public policy questions beyond for impact assessment and decision-making under
particular projects.
the proposed IAA in Bill C-69. Under the IAA,
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* Minister must refer IA to Review Panel if project includes activities that are regulated by the CNSC (e.g., nuclear facilities) or CER (e.g., pipelines); At least one panel member
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** Minister may not establish a JRP for activities that are regulated by the CNSC (i.e., nuclear facilities) or CER (i.e., pipelines).
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Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)

Designated project list

Figure 20: Canada’s Federal Framework for Impact Assessment and Decision-making Proposed for IAA under Bill C-69
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the ECCC Minister (or the federal cabinet on the
minister’s referral) would be the decision-maker
for any project with “adverse efects” and approval
would require a determination that the project’s
adverse efects are in the “public interest.”
he assignment of decision-making under the
proposed IAA contrasts with the staged analysis
– and the constraints on political decisionmaking – under the CEAA 2012 framework (see
Figure 11). Under CEAA 2012, the irst stage of
decision-making incorporates the recommendation
of whether a project is likely to cause signiicant
adverse environmental efects (SAEEs) after a
non-partisan, independent and evidence-based
assessment process. Only if the ECCC Minister
– and the NEB or the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission for projects under their respective
authority – determines that SAEEs are likely is the
cabinet required to determine whether the SAEEs
are justiied.
If a project has likely SAEEs, political decisionmaking properly plays an important role in
weighing the allocation of adverse efects and
beneits among diferent stakeholders. Where
required, such decisions around distributional
considerations (in economic terms, weightings
in overall social welfare) are properly assigned to
political decision-makers.
he IAA under Bill C-69, however, features a
lower threshold for when the ECCC Minister or
the cabinet would decide on a project’s approval.
Under CEAA 2012, political decision-making
efectively only applies when a project likely will
cause signiicant adverse environmental efects.

Under the proposed legislation, any project
with adverse efects would require a political
determination that those efects are in the public
interest.30 As the Canadian Bar Association (2018,
3) has noted, deinitions of efects under IAA are
very broad, and have the potential to recognize
any possible concern that might be raised about a
designated project. his subjective discretion and
political decision-making for an increased range
of projects – that is, projects with adverse efects
but not signiicant adverse environmental efects
– could deter potential proponents, who would
take this increased political risk into account when
estimating a project’s economics.
Uncertainty in Mandatory Considerations for
Impact Assessments
Additionally, the IAA would introduce various new
and uncertain factors for mandatory consideration
in any impact assessment. Table 4 compares the
mandatory factors for an environmental assessment
under CEAA 2012 and those in the proposed IAA.
Table 5 compares the factors that the NEB must
consider in determining its recommendation for a
proposed pipeline versus those to be considered by
the proposed CER.
Notably, the consideration of Indigenous
knowledge already exists in the CEAA 2012
framework and, as discussed above, the federal
government has a constitutional duty to consult
afected Indigenous peoples. In other words, the
insertion of IAA, 22(1)(c) would not add to the
government’s current obligations under the duty to

30 Importantly, while CEAA 2012 “justiication” decisions do not require the publication of “reasons”, the IAA adds a
requirement for reasons behind any “public interest” decision. he publication of reasons should provide insight into how
governments weigh diferent considerations in making this determination. Nonetheless, the decision by the minister or
cabinet will be subjective and politically-based. By lowering the threshold for from “signiicant” to any adverse efects, this
discretionary decision-making would likely apply to all projects – increasing the potential for political risk for every project.
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Table 4: Comparison of Mandatory Factors for Consideration in Environmental/Impact Assessment
under CEAA 2012 and Proposed IAA
“Mandatory Factors for Environmental Assessment
under CEAA 2012”

“Mandatory Factors for Impact Assessment
under IAA Proposed in Bill C-69”

19 (1) he environmental assessment of a designated project must
take into account the following factors:

22 (1) he impact assessment of a designated project must take into
account the following factors:

(a) the environmental efects of the designated project, including
the environmental efects of malfunctions or accidents that may
occur in connection with the designated project and any cumulative
environmental efects that are likely to result from the designated
project in combination with other physical activities that have been or
will be carried out;

(a) the efects of the designated project, including
(i) the efects of malfunctions or accidents that may occur in
connection with the designated project,
(ii) any cumulative efects that are likely to result from the designated
project in combination with other physical activities that have been
or will be carried out, and
(iii) the result of any interaction between those efects;

(b) the signiicance of the efects referred to in paragraph (a);
(d) mitigation measures that are technically and economically feasible
(b) mitigation measures that are technically and economically feasible
and that would mitigate any signiicant adverse environmental efects
and that would mitigate any adverse efects of the designated project;
of the designated project;
(c) the impact that the designated project may have on any
Indigenous group and any adverse impact that the designated
project may have on the rights of the Indigenous peoples of Canada
recognized and airmed by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982;
(e) the requirements of the follow-up program in respect of the
designated project;

(k) the requirements of the follow-up program in respect of the
designated project;

(f ) the purpose of the designated project;

(d) the purpose of and need for the designated project;

(e) alternative means of carrying out the designated project that are
(g) alternative means of carrying out the designated project that are
technically and economically feasible and the environmental efects of technically and economically feasible, including through the use of
best available technologies, and the efects of those means;
any such alternative means;
(f ) any alternatives to the designated project;
…
(h) the extent to which the designated project contributes to
sustainability;
(i) the extent to which the efects of the designated project hinder
or contribute to the Government of Canada’s ability to meet its
environmental obligations and its commitments in respect of climate
change;
(h) any change to the designated project that may be caused by the
environment;

(j) any change to the designated project that may be caused by the
environment;
(l) considerations related to Indigenous cultures raised with respect
to the designated project;
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Table 4: Continued
(m) community knowledge provided with respect to the designated
project;
(c) comments from the public – or, with respect to a designated
project that requires that a certiicate be issued in accordance with an
(n) comments received from the public;
order made under section 54 of the National Energy Board Act, any
interested party – that are received in accordance with this Act;
(o) comments from a jurisdiction that are received in the course of
consultations conducted under section 21;
(i) the results of any relevant study conducted by a committee
established under section 73 or 74 [Regional Studies]; and

(p) any relevant assessment referred to in section 92, 93 [Regional
Studies]
or 95 [Strategic Assessments];
(q) any assessment of the efects of the designated project that is
conducted by or on behalf of an Indigenous governing body and
that is provided with respect to the designated project;
(r) any study or plan that is conducted or prepared by a jurisdiction,
that is in respect of a region related to the designated project and
that has been provided with respect to the project;
(s) the intersection of sex and gender with other identity factors; and

(j) any other matter relevant to the environmental assessment that the (t) any other matter relevant to the impact assessment that the
responsible authority, or – if the environmental assessment is referred Agency or – if the impact assessment is referred to a review panel –
the Minister requires to be taken into account.
to a review panel – the Minister, requires to be taken into account.
…
(3) he environmental assessment of a designated project may take
into account community knowledge and Aboriginal traditional
knowledge.

consult for approving a project.31
he proposed IAA, however, would widen the set
of considerations from the established deinitions
for environmental efects under CEAA 2012.

(g) traditional knowledge of the Indigenous peoples of Canada
provided with respect to the designated project;

Moreover, the substance and scope of these factors
is poorly deined in the legislation. hese changes
risk increasing uncertainty for project proponents
about the speciic efects and the extent of any
efects that must be studied. he “contribution

31 Wright (2018, 219-20) also observes that, for pipeline projects, the IAA lacks the powers granted to the NEB under the
National Energy Board Act that have been airmed by courts as the basis for fulilling the duty to consult – for example, in
Chippewas of the hames First Nation v. Enbridge Pipelines Inc., 2017 SCC 41 at para. 32. Wright notes that the IAA risks
generating litigation and regulatory uncertainty around the duty to consult because of the ambiguity in IAA concerning
the powers of review panels and of the Impact Assessment Agency. his lack of clear powers during the assessment process
could increase the extent of consultation required at the inal phase before the “public interest” determination by the ECCC
Minister or cabinet.
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Table 5: Comparison of Mandatory Factors for Consideration in Recommendation to Federal
Cabinet under NEBA and Proposed CERA
“Considerations for Recommendations
under National Energy Board Act, s.52”

“Considerations for Recommendations
under Proposed Canadian Energy Regulator Act, s.183”

(2) In making its recommendation, the Board shall have regard to all
considerations that appear to it to be directly related to the pipeline
and to be relevant, and may have regard to the following:

(2) he Commission must make its recommendation taking into
account – in light of, among other things, any traditional knowledge
of the Indigenous peoples of Canada that has been provided to the
Commission and scientiic information and data – all considerations
that appear to it to be relevant and directly related to the pipeline,
including
…

(a) the availability of oil, gas or any other commodity to the pipeline;

(f ) the availability of oil, gas or any other commodity to the pipeline;

(b) the existence of markets, actual or potential;

(g) the existence of actual or potential markets;

(c) the economic feasibility of the pipeline;

(h) the economic feasibility of the pipeline;

(d) the inancial responsibility and inancial structure of the applicant,
the methods of inancing the pipeline and the extent to which
Canadians will have an opportunity to participate in the inancing,
engineering and construction of the pipeline; and

(i) the inancial resources, inancial responsibility and inancial
structure of the applicant, the methods of inancing the pipeline and
the extent to which Canadians will have an opportunity to participate
in the inancing, engineering and construction of the pipeline;
(j) environmental agreements entered into by the Government of
Canada;
(k) any relevant assessment referred to in section 92, 93 [Regional
Assessment] or 95 [Strategic Assessments] of the Impact Assessment
Act; and

(e) any public interest that in the Board’s opinion may be afected by
the issuance of the certiicate or the dismissal of the application.

(l) any public interest that the Commission considers may be afected
by the issuance of the certiicate or the dismissal of the application.

(3) If the application relates to a designated project within the
meaning of section 2 of the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act, 2012, the report must also set out the Board’s environmental
assessment prepared under that Act in respect of that project.

(a) the environmental efects, including any cumulative environmental
efects;
(b) the safety and security of persons and the protection of property
and the environment;
(c) the health, social and economic efects, including with respect to
the intersection of sex and gender with other identity factors;
(d) the interests and concerns of the Indigenous peoples of Canada,
including with respect to their current use of lands and resources for
traditional purposes;
(e) the efects on the rights of the Indigenous peoples of Canada
recognized and airmed by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982;
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to sustainability” factor in particular presents
the prospect of a high amount of uncertainty
concerning scope and expected standards.32
he IAA would also require that assessments
consider a project’s contribution to Canada’s
“environmental obligations and its commitments
in respect of climate change.” his mandatory
consideration imports a wide-ranging and
complex policy debate, potentially implicating
an unbounded range of economic decisions and
government policies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, upstream and downstream.33 he
current government has indicated that its Strategic
Assessment of Climate Change will provide the
limits for this factor (Canada 2018b, 3). However,
as the Canadian Bar Association (2018, 8–9) has
emphasized, the lack of legislative clarity on this
factor would create great uncertainty for project
proponents.
Lack of Standard for Controlling Participation
in Review Panel Hearings
he proposed IAA adds additional risk for
prolonged timelines by removing a coherent
standard for determining participation rights in
hearings by review panels concerning projects.

Under CEAA 2012, an environmental assessment
by a review panel is required to summarize
comments received from the public; however,
participation in hearings by review panels is limited
to “interested parties” (CEAA 2012, s.43(c)-(d)). his
allows the review panel to base participation on
a inding that a party is “directly afected” by the
project or has “relevant information or expertise.”
his “interested party” standard links standing
in the proceeding to assessing environmental
efects from a particular project. he standard limits
participation to those stakeholders who might be
impacted by efects from a project or who bring
specialized knowledge that can help the panel
understand the potential impacts of the efects.
Based on the “directly afected” test, the Federal
Court of Appeal has upheld the reasonableness
of the NEB’s refusal of participation rights to
applicants who sought to make submissions
irrelevant issues to the scope for a review of a
pipeline application.34 In its submission to the
review of environmental assessment processes,
the Canadian Bar Association (2016, 8) endorsed
the “interested party” test in CEAA 2012 as an
appropriate standard for determining who may
participate in an assessment process.35

32 “Sustainability” is deined in the proposed IAA as “the ability to protect the environment, contribute to the social and
economic well-being of the people of Canada and preserve their health in a manner that beneits present and future
generations.” While unquestionably laudable as an aim, this factor could trigger an irreconcilably wide set of interpretations
about its meaningful application. he IAA does not indicate how those involved in assessing impacts of a project should
practically evaluate this factor.
33 For arguments for carbon pricing as the appropriate policy tool to reduce upstream greenhouse gas emissions and against
including such issues in approval decisions concerning pipelines, see: Bishop and Dachis (2016); and Doucet (2012).
34 See: Forest Ethics Advocacy Association v. Canada (National Energy Board), 2014 FCA 245 at paras. 69, 72, 83. his case
concerned the NEB’s denial of an application for participation in the NEB’s review of the Line 9B Reversal. he applicant
had sought to make submissions concerning environmental and socio-economic efects associated with upstream activities,
the development of the Alberta oil sands, and the downstream use of oil transported by the pipeline. he individual
also asserted that the application form was “too complicated, takes too much time and frightens interested people from
participating in the proceedings.” he court determined that the NEB’s denial of participation was reasonable given the
focus of NEB’s proceedings on those “directly afected” by the pipeline.
35 he Canadian Bar Association (2016, 8) recommended two modiications: (1) to allow for participation of “a member of
the public can convey information about local matters, local use or values”; and (2) to include “a person [who] can provide
relevant expertise or information that will be provided by other persons as part of a hearing (as opposed to the mechanism
tailored for public participation)” in the deinition of an “interested party”.
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In contrast, the proposed IAA directs that
hearings by review panels provide for meaningful
public participation (albeit requiring that this
must be “within the time period speciied by the
review panel”) but does not provide any criteria for
the review panel to triage these submissions for
relevance.
Negative perceptions of the standing test in
NEB environmental assessments were the subject
of considerable comment by the Expert Panel for
the Review of Environmental Assessment Processes
(2017, 38), which believed that “limiting public
participation reduces the trust and conidence in
assessment processes without bringing any obvious
process eiciency.” Notably, data cited by the Expert
Panel on participation rights in recent reviews
indicated that intervenor standing was granted to
several hundred interested parties from the overall
volume of thousands of applications to participate.36
Without a test to limit standing and based on
the volume of applications in recent project reviews,
review panels under IAA will need to satisfy the
IAA’s current legislative requirement to provide
meaningful opportunity to make submissions at
hearings from thousands of parties. Instead of
assessments of impacts from a speciic project
based on evidence from afected stakeholders and
individuals with relevant expertise, the proposed
IAA risks review panel hearings morphing into
forums for wide-ranging debates on broader public
policy issues between parties with political aims.
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High Risk of More Costly and Protracted
Timelines
he addition of factors in the proposed IAA –
particularly those new factors that import wideranging policy debates – poses a substantial risk for
increasing the duration and cost of environmental
assessments.
Although the IAA features mandatory timelines
for assessments and decision-making,37 CEAA
2012 also includes such timelines – see CEAA
2012, s.27(2)-(6), s.38(3), s.43(2). Notably, the
proposed timelines do not include periods when a
proponent is responding to an information request
or undertaking studies that a responsible authority
or review panel has requested – in other words, the
timeframe for the assessment would be “paused”
until the proponent responded. As exhibited by
the substantial “clock stop” time during recent
environmental assessments (see Figure 16), much of
the duration of environmental assessments consists
of periods when proponents are responding to these
information requests.
he proposed IAA also features provisions
for discretionary extensions of timeframes by
the ECCC Minister or the federal cabinet (see
IAA, s.28(6)-(7) and s.37(3)-(4)). A discussion
paper concerning time management indicates the
intention to use this discretion for “stopping the
clock” during outstanding information requests
(Canada 2018c). Although “clock stop” time
to respond to information requests is in the

36 In support of the EA Expert Panel’s conclusion that the CEAA 2012 standing test did not increase the eiciency of the
process, the panel cited the receipt of 2,118 applications to participate in the Trans Mountain Expansion project review,
from which 400 parties were granted intervenor status (with standing rights to ile written evidence and arguments, as well
as cross-examine evidence) and 798 were granted commenter status. Additionally, of 2,652 applications to participate in the
Energy East project review, 337 were granted intervenor status and 271 were granted commenter status.
37 Under the proposed IAA, the mandatory timelines, which exclude “clock stop” time during information requests, would be
reduced from the statutory mandated timelines under CEAA 2012: Timelines for assessments by the Impact Assessment
Agency would be reduced to 300 days from 365 days for assessments by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
under CEAA 2012; and the timelines for review panel-led assessments would be reduced to 300 days, extendable to a
maximum of 600 days by directives from the ECCC Minister and cabinet, from 720 days under CEAA 2012.
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hands of the proponent, the proponent has an
economic incentive to avoid these costly pauses
by anticipating the information required and
completing any required studies eiciently.
As commentators have observed, this discretion
– and the same “clock stop” approach – would mean
that the legislated timelines under the IAA likely
would be more aspirational than realistic (Drance,
Cameron, and Hutton 2018, 31). In particular,
the IAA would also expand the mandatory
considerations for assessments and add factors
without clearly-deined substance and scope. his
is likely to increase the amount of information
that proponents would be required to provide and
create uncertainty for proponents to anticipate and
prepare information for regulatory proceedings.
Figure 16 shows the impact of “clock stop”
periods on the length of CEAA 2012 assessments.
Given the addition of imprecise factors, the
proposed IAA can be expected to exacerbate the
response burden for proponents. Longer approval
timelines and increased uncertainty about approval
would reduce the incentive to undertake new
projects.
Conclusion
he outsized decline in planned investment in
Canadian energy and mining projects indicates
diminished conidence in Canada on the part
of potential investors. Statements by corporate
executives directly involved in advancing
Canadian projects underscore the high degree of
perceived uncertainty about Canada’s regulatory
environment.38 By increasing the role for political
decision-making and crowding fuzzy policy
questions into project-speciic assessments, the
federal government’s proposed Bill C-69 risks
amplifying current uncertainty and further

undermining investor conidence in Canada.
Average timelines in Canada for environmental
decision-making for mining projects are
signiicantly longer than those in Australia, and
reviews of Canadian pipeline projects on average
take longer than those for US FERC-regulated
projects. As well, although determinations under
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012
have been generally robust to judicial scrutiny,
the federal cabinet has failed on several highproile occasions to fulill its constitutional duty
to consult afected Indigenous peoples outside the
environmental assessment process.
he proposed Impact Assessment Act under
Bill C-69 does not address the cause of the
Federal Court of Appeal’s inding that the
federal government failed to adequately consult
Indigenous peoples when approving the Northern
Gateway pipeline or Trans Mountain Expansion.
As the submission concerning Bill C-69 by the
Canadian Bar Association (2018, 21–2) noted:
“Overall there is little guidance in the Act on
consultation and the assessment process. hose
who believe that the Act sets out a process for
consultation and accommodation in the context
of impact assessments will be mistaken. We also
suggest that the Act falls short of its goal to clarify
the duty to consult and accommodate in the
assessment process.”
As well, Bill C-69 would increase uncertainty
about project approvals by lowering the threshold
for political decision-making. he current CEAA
2012 involves political decision-makers after an
independent process to determine whether a project
is likely to cause signiicant adverse environmental
efects; if an environmental assessment does not
ind such a likelihood, a political decision-maker
would require a reasonable basis to deny a project
approval. CEAA 2012 efectively limits political

38 See, for example, statements quoted in Bradshaw (2018); Fong (2018); Morgan (2018); Snyder (2018); and Heffernan
(2019).
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involvement only to determining whether a project
with signiicant adverse environmental efects is
“justiied in the circumstances”.
In contrast, Bill C-69 would vest decisionmaking around the “public interest” in the Minister
of Environment and Climate Change or the
federal cabinet if a project is likely to cause “adverse
efects.” he inclusion of a wider set of poorlydeined, policy-driven considerations as a possible
basis for this subjective and discretionary decision
would only increase the political risk perceived by
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prospective proponents. Moreover, Bill C-69 risks
further protracting project reviews with information
requests as proponents struggle to understand and
anticipate the meaning and scope of mandatory
considerations for impact assessments.39
If the federal government wishes to reverse the
decline in major investments in energy and mining,
the current Bill C-69 is unlikely to be a remedy. By
increasing political risk and timelines for project
reviews, Ottawa’s proposed cure looks likely to
worsen Canada’s present disease.

39 Useful recommendations to address key deiciencies in Bill C-69 are detailed in Hall Findlay and Orenstein (2019).
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